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Understanding Data Deduplication 
and Why it is Critical for a Business?

Data Deduplication simply means a technique for eliminating redundant data in a data set. An algorithm 
runs to  check extra copies or repeated copies of the same data across all mapped databases, skips 
the duplicates and  returns only unique value. 
  
Not all data in an organization enters the system after proper validation, here’s the list of common  
scenarios where data needs to be de-duplicated for efficient usage: 
 
1. Lead Collection in a Trade Show: 
    Right after collecting the list of leads from a Trade Show by the Sales & Marketing Team, the data gets  
    uploaded into the CRM without checking for duplicates or authenticity. The CRM sends introduction  
    emails automatically and leads who are already prospects will get annoyed to receive redundant emails  
    and conflicting information from the marketing team. 
 
2. Part Number Conflicts in Product Engineering: 
    In manufacturing organizations, a component may be assigned two or more part numbers and this  
    redundancy leads to reduced manufacturing efficiency and higher product costs.  
 
3. Supplier Name Variations in Procurement: 
    Various accounts payable clerks entered the same vendor multiple times with slight variations in their  
    names (such as XYZ Enterprises, XYX Enterprises Pvt. Ltd, XYZ). This becomes a tedious task for the  
    purchasing department to understand total spend or end up paying over and over for the same vendor. 
 
4. Fundraising on a Political Campaign:  
    Same campaign contributor marks one campaign donation multiple times that together exceed  
    statutory limits leading to violation of campaign finance laws.  
 
5. Paper Form Submission & Manual Entry into the system: 
 
For instance, The United States Department of Labor investigates their worker’s complaints they receive 
via paper forms and enters them manually into their database and publishes valid claims. However, the  
data enters without any validation which makes figuring out the offenders complicated.  
 
6. Tracking Revenue on Sales in Marketplace: 
    What if a product is given several SKU’s! The revenue splits and adds up in multiple part numbers  
    which put prospective investment at risk.  
 
From all the above scenario, it is clear that Quality Data is directly proportional to the goals and  
revenue of an organization. 
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    Precise record clusters 
    D-Duper’s ML powered algorithm constructs a clean dataset by taking a given data column and dividing     
    it into clusters that point to a single attribute (an attribute can be phonetic properties, distance, etc.).   
    Then the algorithm asks the user to define the desired attribute per group (frequency of appearance in    
    the cluster, etc.) which is called the training dataset. The system works by analysing the column against  
    the training dataset. Once the algorithm performs the job, the final data is pushed to the dashboard to   
    verify and download. The user can initiate the job over and over till he gets the desired output. 
 
    Auditable 
    D-Duper allows the user to go back and check what they did and correct it to improve the end result. 
 
    Cost-Effective 
    Utilizing Data Deduplication can save organization a significant money in terms of reduction in amount   
    of capacity for storage and backup process. 
 
Most organizations use Data Management Solutions that cover a range of data quality processes which  
comes with integrated solutions for data quality check. For organizations who can’t afford them, follow  
either an efficient workflow out of their experience but critically require a purpose-built tool to easily  
produce quality data and here D-Duper turn out to be a cost-effective solution. 

How TroonDx achieved a breakthrough in 
Data Deduplication to meet the evolving 
needs of an organization? 

While data deduplication is a common concept, not all deduplication techniques are the same.

D-Duper Highlights
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How D-Duper finds the hard match:

TroonDx D-Duper is based on TroonDx Data Frame Linkage, it uses Affine Gap Distance, which is a 
variationon the Hamming distance. 
 
Hamming distance counts the number of substitutions that must be made to turn one string into another. 
For example, john and John would have Hamming distance of 1 because we have to substitute j for J in 
order to turn john into John. 
 
In this algorithm, a record will be matched on field by field basis. The major advantage of comparing field 
by field is that we don’t have to treat each field string distance equally. 
 
Using regularized logistic regression, if we supply pairs of records that we label as either being duplicates 
or distinct, then D-Duper will learn a set of weights such that the record distance can easily be transformed 
into our best estimate of the probability that a pair of records are duplicates. 
 
Pre-Requisites for D-Duper 
 
     Fields that are to be compared must not contains “null” values 
 
     Fields that are to be compared must not be equal completely, which means we should have enough    
     false positives & false negatives – For instance, DO NOT Compare Just State Code, as statecode will   
     always be same and you will not get false negatives. 
 
     Data must be cleansed before we pass it to DFL Algorithm 
 
     Regardless of datatype you have in your data sources, DFL will consider all the data elements as   
     String before it performs data comparison 
 
     If already trained datasets, DFL Algorithm will not train again and it takes the learning from previous    
     training and perform the matching much faster than before 
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What is Active Learning?

To label a record as “Duplicate” or “Not”, user need to supply a Label for every field comparison and this 
will be tiresome process, in order to avoid we have “Active Learning”, in which Algorithm will keep track of 
unlabelled pairs and their currently learned weights. At any time, there will be a record pair DFL will believe 
50% chance of being a duplicate or distinct.  
 
Once a record pair is labelled, D-Duper automatically relearns the field weights. With these new weights, 
there will now be a different record pair that DFL is most uncertain about, and that’s the next one you’ll be 
asked to label. 
 
Pre-Requisites for D-Duper 
 
For the first time data comparison, “Active Learning” will ask user to label the records in the form of  
      
     Yes – Indicates records are duplicate 
     No – indicates records are not duplicate 
     Unsure – Indicates we are unsure about it 
     Distinct – Indicates we are pretty sure the records are distinct to each other 
 
For the same datasets, if we do train again the “Active Learning” wont kick off as it had enough learning in 
past and it will read two files names learned settings & training .json file respectively 
 
User should train the algorithm with minimum 
  
     10/10 - false positive 
     10/10 - false negative 
 
More the training, better the results will be. User need to provide enough training and they should consider 
this activity is critical since basis the training algorithm works. 
 
The algorithm will return the highest confidence score when records are precisely labelled.
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How to run the Algorithm?

Algorithm is available as API Endpoint, this has been integrated with User Interface. As soon as User kick-
off the job, the machine learning starts under the hood and it will show the status and logs to the user in 
front end. 
 
All that user need to take care is that, “how effective the input data is” & “how well they are going to label 
the duplicates & non-duplicates” during Active Labelling.
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Output
Output of DFL Algorithm will be written in two forms 
 
CSV Format, that get stored in “server” from where the program runs - this will be available 
in the User Interface where user can simply click the downloadable link and get the csv file 
downloaded into local desktop 
 
ORC Format, that gets stored in HDFS (Hadoop Eco System) - this is not available for user 
to view, as this is getting stored in filesystem and user can view only if he has subject 
knowledge and linux commands 
 
User will be able to download the CSV format and verify the results before they take action 
and insert it into their desired database or Blockchain. 
 
Techniques Applied: 
 
Data Deduplication techniques we applied are as follows that ensure only one unique 
instance of a data is retained on the storage media. 
 
You can now integrate D-Duper to your existing ecosystem using the below methods - 
 
Ingest data from/as - 
 
       CSV 
       HDFS/Hive 
       Elasticsearch 
       MySQL/Postgres/SQL server 
 
Sink data into/as - 
 
       CSV 
       HDFS/Hive 
       Elasticsearch 
       MySQL/Postgres/SQL server 
 
Compare Duplicates against multiple tables or within the same table 
Active learning - custom teach the algorithm about your dataset
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